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Abstract. Let G be a finite group and πe(G) be the set of element orders of G. Let k ∈
πe(G) and mk be the number of elements of order k in G. Set nse(G) := {mk : k ∈ πe(G)}.
In fact nse(G) is the set of sizes of elements with the same order in G. In this paper, by
nse(G) and order, we give a new characterization of finite projective special linear groups
L2(p) over a field with p elements, where p is prime. We prove the following theorem: If
G is a group such that |G| = |L2(p)| and nse(G) consists of 1, p

2 − 1, p(p+ ε)/2 and some
numbers divisible by 2p, where p is a prime greater than 3 with p ≡ 1 modulo 4, then
G ∼= L2(p).
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1. Introduction

If n is an integer, then we denote by π(n) the set of all prime divisors of n.

If G is a finite group, then π(|G|) is denoted by π(G). We denote by πe(G) the

set of orders of its elements. It is clear that the set πe(G) is closed and partially

ordered by divisibility, and hence it is uniquely determined by µ(G), the subset

of its maximal elements. Set mi = mi(G) := |{g ∈ G ; the order of g is i}| and

nse(G) := {mi ; i ∈ πe(G)}. In fact, mi is the number of elements of order i in G

and nse(G) is the set of sizes of elements with the same order in G.

Throughout this paper we denote by ϕ the Euler’s totient function. If G is a finite

group, then we denote by Pq a Sylow q-subgroup of G and by nq(G) the number of

Sylow q-subgroup of G, that is, nq(G) = |Sylq(G)|. All other notations are standard

and we refer to [5], for example.

For the set nse(G), the most important problem is related to Thompson’s problem.

In 1987, J.G.Thompson put forward the following problem. For each finite group G

and each integer d > 1, let G(d) = {x ∈ G ; xd = 1}. Define G1 and G2 to be of the
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same order type if, and only if, |G1(d)| = |G2(d)|, d = 1, 2, 3, . . . Suppose G1 and G2

are of the same order type. If G1 is solvable, is G2 necessarily solvable? (See [8],

Problem 12.37.)

W. J. Shi in [12] made the above problem public in 1989. Unfortunately, no one

can solve it or give a counterexample until now, and it remains open. The influence

of nse(G) on the structure of finite groups was studied by some authors (see [10], [9],

[1], [3]).

In [11], [2], it is proved that the groups A4, A5, A6, A7 and A8 are uniquely

determined only by nse(G). In [7] the authors show that the simple group L2(q)

is characterizable by nse(G) for each prime power 4 6 q 6 13. In this article it is

proved that the group L2(p) where p > 3 is prime is characterizable by nse(G) and

the order of the group G. In fact the main theorem of our paper is as follows:

Main theorem. Let p > 3 be a prime of the form p = 4k+ ε where ε = ±1, and

suppose that G is a group with |G| = |L2(p)| = p(p2 − 1)/2. If nse(G) consists of 1,

p2 − 1, p(p+ ε)/2 and some numbers divisible by 2p, then G ∼= L2(p).

We note that there are finite groups which are not characterizable even by nse(G)

and |G|. For example see the Remark in [10].

2. Preliminary results

We first quote some lemmas that are used in deducing the main theorem of this

paper.

Lemma 2.1 ([6]). Let G be a finite group andm be a positive integer dividing |G|.

If Lm(G) = {g ∈ G ; gm = 1}, then m | |Lm(G)|.

Lemma 2.2 ([4], Theorem 1). Let G be a finite non-abelian simple group whose

order |G| is divisible by a prime p > |G|1/3. Then G is isomorphic either to L2(p)

where p > 3 is a prime or to L2(p− 1) where p > 3 is a Fermat prime.

Lemma 2.3. The set nse(L2(p)) where p = 4k + 1 consists of the numbers 1,

p2 − 1 and p(p + 1)/2 together with all of the numbers of the form ϕ(r)p(p − 1)/2

and all of the numbers ϕ(s)p(p+1)/2, where r > 2 is a divisor of (p+1)/2 and s > 2

is a divisor of (p− 1)/2.

P r o o f. The group L2(p), where p is prime, has two conjugacy classes of size

(p2−1)/2, which is related to elements of order p. Somp(L2(p)) = (p2−1). Also, this

group has one conjugacy class of size p(p+1)/2, which is related to elements of order 2.
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So m2(L2(p)) = p(p + 1)/2. Suppose that 1 < r | (p + 1)/2. By [13], Lemma 2.1,

we have µ(PGL2(p)) = {p − 1, p, p + 1}, so µ(L2(p)) = {(p − 1)/2, p, (p + 1)/2}.

Then r ∈ πe(L2(p)). To find mr(L2(p)), let H be a cyclic subgroup of order r of

L2(p) = T . We know |T : CT (H)| is the size of the conjugacy class of an order r cyclic

subgroup H . The group L2(p) has (p− 1)/4 conjugacy classes of order p(p− 1) and

(p−5)/4 conjugacy classes of order p(p+1). Since r > 2 divides p+1, |T : CT (H)| =

p(p− 1).

Now we will show the number of conjugacy classes of such subgroups H is ϕ(r)/2.

Since r > 2 divides p+1, each element of order r lies in a unique, up to conjugation,

subgroup R of order p+1 of L2(p) = T . Now, NT (R) = R⋊C2, is a dihedral group

of order 2(p + 1). So all elements of order r of R ⋊ C2 lie in a unique subgroup of

order r of R. Therefore there are ϕ(r) elements of order r in NT (R). Now every

element in R is conjugate to its inverse, so there are ϕ(r)/2 classes of elements of

order r in NT (R), hence there are ϕ(r)/2 classes of elements of order r in L2(p).

Therefore mr(L2(p)) = ϕ(r)p(p − 1)/2.

Also if s > 2 divides p− 1, then by µ(L2(p)), s ∈ πe(L2(p)) and we can prove that

ms(L2(p)) = ϕ(s)p(p+ 1)/2. �

Lemma 2.4. The set nse(L2(p)) where p = 4k + 3 consists of the numbers 1,

p2 − 1 and p(p − 1)/2 together with all of the numbers of the form ϕ(r)p(p − 1)/2

and all of the numbers ϕ(s)p(p+1)/2, where r > 2 is a divisor of (p+1)/2 and s > 2

is a divisor of (p− 1)/2.

P r o o f. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.3. �

Let p > 3 be a prime of the form p = 4k+ε where ε = ±1. By Lemma 2.3 and 2.4,

we note that if nse(G) = nse(L2(p)), then nse(G) consists of 1, p2− 1 and p(p+ ε)/2

and some numbers divisible by 2p.

Let mn be the number of elements of order n. We note that mn = kϕ(n), where k

is the number of cyclic subgroups of order n in G. Also we note that if n > 2, then

ϕ(n) is even. If n | |G|, then by Lemma 2.1 and the above notation we have

(∗)







ϕ(n) | mn,

n |
∑

d|n

md.

In the proof of the main theorem, we often apply (∗) and the above comments.
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3. Proof of the main theorem

Let G be a group such that |G| = |L2(p)| and nse(G) consists of 1, p2 − 1 and

p(p + ε)/2 and some numbers divisible by 2p where p = 4k + ε (ε = ±1) is prime.

The following lemmas reduce the problem to a study of groups with the same order

as L2(p).

Lemma 3.1.

(a) mp(G) = mp(L2(p)) = (p2 − 1) and np(G) = (p+ 1).

(b) m2 = p(p+ ε)/2.

P r o o f. (a) By (∗), 1 + mp(G) is divisible by p, so mp(G) ≡ −1 (mod p).

The only number in nse(G) that mp(G) ≡ −1 (mod p) is p2 − 1, so we must have

mp(G) = (p2 − 1). Since p2 ∤ |G|, mp(G) = ϕ(p)np(G) = (p− 1)np(G) = (p2 − 1), so

np(G) = (p+ 1).

(b) Since |G| = (1/2)(p − 1)p(p+ 1), 2 | |G| so m2 6= 1. Since 2 | (1 +m2), m2 is

an odd number. On the other hand, the only odd number in nse(G) apart from 1 is

p(p+ ε)/2 so m2 = p(p+ ε)/2. �

Lemma 3.2. For each Sylow p-subgroup P of G we have P = CG(P ). Since

|P | = p this is equivalent to saying that there is no prime r ∈ π(G) for which

rp ∈ πe(G).

P r o o f. First we prove that for every r ∈ π(G) distinct from p, p | mr. If r = 2,

then since mr is odd and exceeds 1, we have mr = p(p + ε)/2 is divisible by p, as

claimed. If r is not 2, then since r divides 1 +mr and r 6= p we cannot have mr = 1

or p2 − 1. All other numbers in nse(G) are divisible by p. Thus p | mr.

Now we show that rp /∈ πe(G) for every r ∈ π(G) distinct from p. Suppose

rp ∈ πe(G). By (∗) we have rp | (1+mr+mp+mrp). We know that p | (1+mp) = p2

and p | mr, so p | mrp. We know that if P and Q are Sylow p-subgroups of G, then

P and Q are conjugate, which implies that CG(P ) and CG(Q) are conjugate in G.

Therefore mrp = ϕ(rp)npk where k is the number of cyclic subgroups of order r in

CG(P ). Since np = p+ 1 and ϕ(rp) = (r− 1)(p− 1) we have (p2 − 1) | mrp. On the

other hand p | mrp from the above, so p(p
2−1) | mrp. This is a contradiction because

|G| = (1/2)p(p2−1). Therefore there is no prime r ∈ π(G) for which rp ∈ πe(G). �

Lemma 3.3. There exist normal subgroups N and H of G such that H/N is

a simple group with order divisible by p.

P r o o f. Let N normal in G be as large as possible with order not divisible by p.

Then N < G, so we can choose a minimal normal subgroup H/N of G/N . Then
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H/N is of order divisible by p but not p2. It must be a direct product of simple

groups, so it is simple. �

Lemma 3.4. |N | is either 1 or p+ 1, and if |N | = p+ 1, then H/N has order p

and p is a Mersenne prime.

P r o o f. Suppose |N | > 1. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of H . By CN (P ) = 1

note that the action of P in N −{1} is fixed-point free, so |N | > p+1. Now we have

that N ∩NG(P ) = 1. It follows that |N | divides |G : NG(P )| = p+1, so |N | = p+1,

and we have NNG(P ) = G. It follows that NP is normal in G, and since H/N is

simple, we see that H/N has order p. Also N is nilpotent. Choose r so that N has

a nontrivial Sylow r-subgroup R. Then by the Frattini argument, H = NNH(R).

Hence some Sylow p-subgroup Q of H normalizes R and acts fixed-point free, so

|R| > p + 1 and hence R = N . Thus p + 1 is a power of r, and we have r = 2.

Therefore p is Mersenne prime. �

Lemma 3.5. The case where |N | = p+ 1 is impossible.

P r o o f. Suppose |N | = p+1. Then |G : N | = p(p− 1)/2 which is odd since p is

Mersenne. Thus the normal subgroup N contains all the elements of order 2 in G.

This contradicts Lemma 3.1(b). �

Lemma 3.6. G is isomorphic to L2(p).

P r o o f. By Lemma 3.5 and 3.6, |N | = 1. We haveH non-abelian since otherwise

G has a normal Sylow p-subgroup. Since |G| = (1/2)(p− 1)p(p+ 1), by Lemma 2.2,

H is either L2(p) or L2(p−1), where p is Fermat. In the second case |H | = 1

2
(p−2)×

(p − 1)p, so p − 2 divides |H |. Since |H | divides 1

2
(p − 1)p(p + 1), we deduce that

p − 2 divides 1

2
(p − 1)p(p + 1) so p − 2 divides p + 1, and this forces p = 5. Then

H = L2(4) which is isomorphic to L2(5), so we definitely have that H is L2(p), and

thus G is isomorphic to L2(p). �

The proof of the main theorem is now complete.
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